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Down Under Dive
Club

Since 1984

You’re Invited
We at DOWN UNDER DIVE
CLUB invite everyone
interested in SCUBA diving
to stop by for some stimulating conversation, meet our
group, and have some fun!
Our mission is to promote
safe, organized dive events,
provide a social setting comfortable to everyone, and encourage safety & environmental responsibility among
the diving community.
We offer an average of 2
discounted dives a month as
well as monthly meetings
with a fascinating
assortment of guest
speakers.
Meetings are held on the 2nd
Wednesday of every month
at 7:30 PM at the Brevard
Regional Hyperbaric Chamber, 1698 W. Hibiscus Boulevard ,Melbourne.
For more information call
Martin Munnich at 253-4713
or e-mail to
info@downunderdiveclub.com.

Check out the website at
www.downunderdiveclub.com!
In addition to our dive & event
calendar, dive related news
and a diver’s forum, our
monthly newsletter and a continually growing collection of
member photos from our dives
are posted on the website.

The July Club Meeting is July 14th at 7:30 p.m.
In addition to our Annual Ice Cream Social this month (and I have put in a request for calorie
free, fat free ice cream), Ron Powell from Hatt’s is our speaker this month. As you see from his bio and
description of his presentation below, it should be both educational and fun — so don’t miss it!
D. Buck
I've been diving for about 14 years. I spent 4 years enjoying diving and building experience, then entered the DiveMaster program. I kept going into the Assistant Instructor rating and stayed there for another 6 years. In 2000 I had the opportunity to attended an instructor development course and have
been teaching since Feb. 2000. To date I have trained over 100 divers from open water to DiveMaster
levels, with a multitude of specialty certifications as well. I hold recreational ratings in approximately 12
specialties, from 3 different agencies. These include a rating in Enriched Air from IANTD, issued before
PADI started issuing this specialty rating, and a rating of Introduction Cave Diver from the NSS/CDS. I
continue to dive, and teach strictly for the fun of it. I enjoy the interaction with my students and only
teach small groups in private instruction settings. This allows me more personal interaction. I work 40
hours a week for Hatt’s Diving, and draw a paycheck from that. My teaching is all strictly on the side.
Since I teach and dive strictly for the fun of it, when presented with the horror, I mean HONOR of speaking in July, I had no choice but to put together a program - for the fun of it. Dive Education being a cornerstone of this club, and continuing education being responsible for much of the fun I have had while
diving, I have decided to present on continuing education.
However to make this fun, I have no intention of speaking.
Dive Quiz by Phil
Face it, I'd probably be rather boring. So, I'm going to get you
Question:
Ear pressure equalization
the members to speak. I will be putting together a game. We
is
easiest
during
descent when you
will divide into four groups, Jr.'s ( to include non divers, and
position
your
body:
SEAL Team members ), novice, advanced, and Techies / Dive
A. Vertical with the head up
Masters /Instructors. I have trivia questions for all four groups
B. Vertical with the head down
and we will see who can really "walk the walk, or who is just
C. Horizontal
talking the talk ." My winning bet is on the SEAL team me mD. At a 45 degree angle with the
bers, with a close runner up of the novices. Advanced Divers
prove me wrong if you can. Techies, D/Ms, Inst. well, we shall head up
see. Regardless of the winning group, I'm sure we will all learn, E. At a 45 degree angle with the
head down
I mean remember - cause I knew that - something!
(Answer on page 11)
Ron Powell
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DUDC DIVE & EVENT CALENDAR
Event

Time

Location/Charter

Member's Cost
(Non-members
Extra)

Payment
Due Date

Coordinator
Phone # / E-mail

4th of July Night
Dive

Sunday,
7/4/04
Time TBD

Pura Vida Divers

$55 + tanks

6/20/04

Debi
728-7243

dbuck@downunderdiveclub.com

DUDC Club
Meeting & Ice
Cream Social

Wednesday,
7/14/04
@ 7:30 p.m.

Hyperbaric
Chamber

Free

Martin
253-4713

info@downunderdiveclub.com

WPB Dive

Saturday,
7/24/04

Narcosis

$50 + tanks

Michael
727-1028

Mwheat@downunderdiveclub.com

DUDC Board of
Director's Meeting

Tuesday,
7/27/04
@ 7 p.m.

Melbourne
Library

Free

DUDC 20th
Anniversary Clam
Bake

Sunday,
8/8/04
10 am to 4 pm

Sebastian Inlet
State Park

$2.50 per
member &
BYOB

DUDC Club
Meeting

Wednesday,
8/11/04
@ 7:30 p.m.

Hyperbaric
Chamber

Free

3 Tank Afternoon
Club dive

Saturday,
8/14/04

Narcosis

$80 + tanks

DUDC Board of
Director's Meeting

Tuesday,
8/24/04
@ 7 p.m.

Melbourne
Library

Free

West Palm Beach
Dive

Saturday,
8/28/2004
@ 8:30 a.m.**

Pura Vida Divers

$45.50 +
tanks

7/10/04

info@downunderdiveclub.com

info@downunderdiveclub.com

7/25/04

7/31/04

Martin
253-4713

info@downunderdiveclub.com

Michael
727-1028

Mwheat@downunderdiveclub.com

info@downunderdiveclub.com

8/14/04

dbuck@downunderdiveclub.com

Debi
728-7243

Cancellation Policy for Club Sponsored Dives: Deposits will be refunded with 2 weeks notice of the scheduled event or with a paid replacement divers. Exceptions can be made in the event of a death in the family or illness with Board approval. Money and depos its are
refunded when dives are cancelled by the Charter or DUDC
ALL DIVES MUST BE PAID PRIOR TO THE DAY OF THE DIVE.
You are not signed up for a dive until you have paid in full for the day trips or a deposit for the weekend trips. If you are interested in
running a dive, please contact Michael at 727-1028 for more information.
Divers not belonging to DUDC add $5
(This calendar is tentative and subject to change.)

Now you can pay for your Club dives, membership fees and
merchandise with your credit card. For more details, talk to
the dive coordinator or call Ed Given at 255-5587.

Board of Directors
President & DUDC
Newsletter Editor:

Debi Buck

Vice-President:

Bob Carmichael

Treasurer:

Ed Given

Secretary:

Laurel LeFavor

Membership:

Marty Munnich

Safety Officer:

Phil Kellner

Dive Coordinator:

Michael Wheat

Members At Large:

July 2004

Webmaster:

Shannon Anderson

Concession
Master:

Tom Butler
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The Almost Full Moon Dive Trip Report – June 5 th, 2004
The story of the “Almost Full Moon” dive that had NO MOON
All week leading up to the dive it was raining cats and dogs and we were all on
weather watch to see how things would turn out. Earlier in the week, Tom Butler
had given me his “personal guarantee” that the weather would cooperate and we
were in store for a great day of diving. At that time I was thinking; Tom, how about sharing some of that special
elixir you are drinking ;-)
About 4 pm on Saturday, I loaded up the car and headed south. About the time I hit Vero, the Heavens
OPENED up and decided to let me do a little diving while I was driving. Just north of Ft. Pierce, the weather
turned into a hail storm. At this point, you see almost everyone on the road pulling over. There were a couple
of brave souls still pushing their way through the storm with me. I thought to myself; “must be other divers”.
Who else would keep driving in this storm?
At this point, I want to call Tom and remind him not to quit his day job. His personal guarantee had been washed away with what I expected to be half the people who had signed
up for the dive. A few minutes later; just south of Ft. Pierce, the weather starts to break
and in the distance you can see clear skies! From that point on, we never saw another
drop of rain that evening. We had AWESOME dive conditions and the seas were flat.
Although, it did stay cloudy all evening and the moon never did make an appearance
(sorry Debi). But in my opinion at least, that just made it a better night dive.
We boarded the Starfish and headed out to sea. Out first dive of the evening was Delray
Ledge. Before we jumped into the water, we broke into two groups (Nitrox and Air) and
received our briefing from the captain. From my group, Tom volunteered to carry the dive
flag. So we jumped into the water and headed down. In all of about 2 minutes; Tom got
lost. How did Tom get lost while he was carrying the dive flag? Well, I get to write the trip
report – so TOM was lost ;-) Jeri, Bill, and I headed off to explore the ledge. At first I was
a little disappointed. But after about 10 minutes the ledge really picked up. Where we
ended the dive, the ledges were just amazing from a structure point of view. They were
curling over themselves and almost forming caverns.
For our second dive, the Starfish took us to the Gulfstream Ledge. By this time, it was
almost pitch black outside. Ton’s of sea life everyone on the dive. I even got to see my
first squid (check out the website for a picture by Jessica Buck of a similar one).
All in all, another great dive. I wanted to say a special thank you to everyone who participated on the dive and braved the drive down! Thanks go out to Priya Sheth, Hunter
Brown, Jeri Curley, Ed Given, Tom Butler, Debi Buck, Gary Buck, Jessica Buck,
Marty Munnich, and Bill Allen for joining the DUDC on this trip.
Michael Wheat
More Photos of this Dive and other dives at http://www.downunderdiveclub.com/
photoalbum/
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West Palm Beach Dive Trip Report
Location: Singer Island, Florida
Charter Boat: Pura Vida Divers
Date: June 26, 2004
What a beautiful day to go diving! The sun was shining, the seas were fairly calm (2ft)
and the water was . . . . . . . COLD! More about that later.
We started the day by heading to Paul’s Reef — my absolute favorite dive site (Thank you
Captain Trevor). Jus t before gearing up, we found out that other dive boats were reporting a
nippy 74 degrees water temp with 55 degrees on the bottom. I will admit that I didn’t quite believe this, possibly because I didn’t want to, since all I had with me was a shorty. Well, unfortunately, the reports were pretty accurate. Temperatures were ranging from 81 to 72. Despite the
occasional shivers, it was a great dive. Lots of the normal tropicals that usually cover the reef,
as well as a small school of Ocean Triggerfish, numerous angelfish, several spotted eels, a sand
diver and a loggerhead turtle. Marcia and Jeri saw a large nurse shark towards the end of the
dive.
The 2nd dive of the day was at another one of my favorite sites — Elevator Shaft. As we
were gearing up, the sun went away and the rain started to fall just as we jumped in. The water
this time, seemed even colder than before. In fact, Jeri said that her computer showed 69 degrees at one point. Immediately after descending, Gary and I found a hawksbill turtle trying to
blend into the scenery. This was just one of three turtles we spotted on this dive. The last turtle
we saw was vigorously munching on a sponge and didn’t seem to care that there were several
divers hovering closely watching him tear into his lunch. Hunter made a great find and pointed
out a small spotted moray eel out of his hole. Along with a scorpionfish pointed out by our divemaster, Susan, we saw a plethora of grunts, surgeonfish, sergeant majors, angelfish and other
tropicals.
By the time we surfaced, the rain had stopped and the sun was back out and we headed
back to Phil Foster Park.
Even if the conditions weren’t perfect, the company was. Twelve DUDC members took
up the whole boat this morning: Michael and Cari Wheat, Jeri Curley, Marcia Barnes, Hunter
Brown and Priya Sheth, John Whitehead, Lee Simmons, Aida Belau and Susan Farmer, Gary
and Debi Buck. Club dives aren’t just about the diving (though it is, of course, important), it’s
about being with a great group of people AND diving at
the same time. Thanks to everyone who went out for
making the trip so great. Hope to see you blowing
more bubbles soon.
D. Buck
*** Unfortunately, I had some MAJOR fogging issues with my
camera, so no pictures came out :( (gives me another excuse to
dive again soon). I will just have to wait for Jeri’s pictures (yes,
that is a hint) before I post anything from this trip on the website.
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Sunday, July 4th —
Ever want to watch fireworks from a boat? Enjoy Night Diving? Get the best of both worlds and do
both! Join the DUDC for a 2 tank night dive with Pura Vida Divers in West Palm Beach. SOLD OUT!!!!!!
Cost $55 + tanks. Dive must be paid in full by June 19th. Contact Debi (321) 728-7243 or
dbuck@downunderdiveclub.com to sign up or for more information.
Saturday, July 24th Two tank morning dive with Narcosis. $50/pp. This is the last weekend before mini-lobster season and the
dive boats go nuts! Tanks are $5 for air and $10 for Nitrox. Contact Michael Wheat for more information or
to sign up at mwheat@downunderdiveclub.com or via phone at 727-1028.
Saturday, August 14th—
Three Tank Afternoon Club dive with Narcosis in which we buy out the boat again. Dive will consist of reefs
and wrecks in the 50-70 foot range. Cost: $80. Sign up early, we are going to limit the dive to 12 people.
Tanks are $5 for air and $10 for Nitrox. Contact Michael Wheat for more information or to sign up at
mwheat@downunderdiveclub.com or via phone at 727-1028.
Saturday, August 28th —
Come join us for a dive into the beautiful waters off West Palm Beach with Pura Vida Divers. Pura Vida
(""pure life"") offers a freshwater shower, shampoo, conditioner, sunblock, towels, fresh seasonal fruit, a variety of snacks, and refreshments including soda and bottled water. The dive boat is equipped with 2 Christmas tree ladders and a wide platform for easy entry/exit. This is a great operation with a great crew. The
boat only holds 12 divers and fills up fast, so sign up early. Cost is $45.50 + tanks. Contact Debi to reserve
your spot (321) 728-7243 or dbuck@downunderdiveclub.com
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Awesome Ride!!
On June 3rd my goal was to bicycle 30 miles after work. The weather was looking a little iffy but I decided
to go anyway. Seems like the recent rains encouraged the sand fly eggs to hatch. Riding through these
little buggers is irritating to say the least! Feels like being pelted with sand. I end up covered in spots and
looking like I've got some disease! Heaven forbid if your mouth is open! I rode with a grimace to strain
them through my teeth! UCK! What I saw at my rest stop made up for it all. I stopped at a beachside park
on A1A, walked out to the beach to rest and eat my cardboard tasting carb loaded chocolate bar. While
there I noticed a sea turtle laying her eggs! Rode like mad to the nearest 7-eleven and bought a camera;
got back in time to take pictures of her on the way back to the water. Called the turtle watch group this
morning and reported the nest. Ended up with 29.7 miles and felt great!
Russell Bremmer

DUDC Wishes to Welcome Our Newest Members:
Hunter Brown & Priiya Sheth

Jay Barnhart Jr.

Terry DeChaine

Randy & Jeannette Duntz

Mary Kay Chable

Russell Bremmer

Steve & Fawn Leachman

Patrice Dusablon

Fred Birch

Mike & Carla Donovan

Ken Revay

Aida Belau

Ron Powell

Leif Rickles

Susan Farmer

Reef Cleanup on July 10th
On Saturday July 10th, FDEP and other interested parties will be holding a reef
cleanup and fish count on the reefs
off of St. Lucie Inlet.
Any certified divers are welcome to attend
and there will be scientist there to inform divers of the reef conditions.

Dale Purchase

DUDC

T-shirts & Polo Shirts

T-shirt - $15 Now $7.50
Polo Shirts -$25
Now $12.50
Buy 2, any
0th
2
combination
C
DUD ersary
get $5
v
i
Ann HIRTS
Discount
LL S
A

This is a good opportunity to get involved in
some very important reef issues and to meet
some interesting folks.
Divers can participate in the dives and can
get some good hands on experience in this
type of work. Anyone with questions can call
Sam Dollins with Coral Reef Research and
Rescue Society, Inc. at 321-952-6499 or
FDEP office at 772-873-6590
Check out Coral Reef Research and
Rescue Society, Inc.’s website at
http://reefsavers.org/

Have a great dive trip or a really great story? Or pictures? Want to share? We are always interested in
members stories, trip reports and pictures. Send an e-mail to dbuck@downunderdiveclub.com and you
could be in the next newsletter.
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Diving in Branson MO
We arrived in Branson MO Friday on a last minute change in itinerary (we are really being flexible). We weren’t interested in
the shows but BJ is still looking for some good baskets and pottery and thought she might find some here!!
I had not really thought about diving around here, but that morning saw a sign at a restaurant near the St Park that said
“Welcome Divers and Fisherman”! So when I checked out the yellow pages found about 6 dive shops listed. I called one and
really nice guy gave me an overview of diving in the area. There are a number of very large lakes here due to the construction of the dams for flood control and hydroelectric power. The State Park we are staying at is on one of the largest lakes,
about 40 miles long behind the dam!
The guy I was talking to did not have another boat trip scheduled until Tuesday, but he suggested I go to the visitor center at
the State Park and there was beach diving there. He said he would be there later in the day doing some instructions; it was a
popular place for checkout dives. We stopped by there earlier and while BJ was going through the visitor center I walked
down to the beach. Sure enough there were a number of divers there. I watched for a while and started talking to a guy that
was obviously instructing two others; I thought he might be the one I talked to on the phone earlier. He wasn’t, but was a very
nice guy and invited me to join them. I said I would soon as I got my gear! Went and collected BJ and headed for the RV.
Loaded up my gear and back to the water!
We were very near the dam face and the area was roped off as vessels prohibited so you did not need to worry about the
boats. Before Jim continued his efforts with the students he gave me some info about the area. Water temp was 80 degrees
on the surface, but said there was a thermo cline at about 25 ft. Bottom was mainly rock and gravel. I went out and started
exploring, wasn’t hard to keep your orientation, the bottom was steeply descending. Vis was poor but cleared up a little once
you hit the thermo cline. Temp was noticeably cooler, but my thermometer only registered about a 3-4 degree drop to mid70’s. I think I need to get my thermometer checked!!
Saw a number of small panfish and a mini-lobster with claws. It was about 6-8 inches long and pointing its claws at me! I kept
moving!! I went out to about 40 feet but it was getting colder and colder the deeper I went!! I only had my skin suit on as I did
not bring a wet suit on the trip!!
A little later Jim finished up with his students and offered to take me on a guided tour!! We headed toward the dam – talk
about wall diving!!! At any rate we passed a nest of bluegills which he explained are very territorial and aggressively guard
their nests!! T hey are pan fish about the size of your hand! No danger there, but we moved on. We got to the part of the
shore that was rock facing that had been stair stepped down the side of the mountain. Each “face” was about 7 -8 ft high with
an equivalent flat step to form the stair steps. When I went in to the visitor center earlier to get BJ I saw pictures of the “steps”
when they were building the dam. It was interesting seeing them in person. Saw a flathead catfish and a nice size bass during the dive. Vis was still poor so we headed back to the beach after only going to about 40 ft depth. The dam wall goes down
to about 175 ft, maybe more.
Thanked Jim and collected my gear and left. They were staying to do some night dives required for the students Advanced
Open Water certification!
Next AM, BJ and I decided to go kayaking in the river on the lower side of the damn. Water was clear and COLD! I realized
this was water coming from the bottom of the dam into the turbines and out into this waterway. Jim had said the deeper you
go the clearer and colder it was and our kayaking proved that! That water was good for keeping beer cold, but not for being in
it!! We did enjoy the kayaking, but were extra careful not to tip the kayaks.
Bob Carmichael

The DUDC Bumper stickers are here!! Get a sticker to put on your
car, your tank or even your dive buddy! Cost is $1.50 ea. Pick them up at
the next meeting or if you just can’t wait, send me an e-mail at
dbuck@downunderdivecclub.com and I’ll send it to you.

July 2004
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DUDC LIVEABOARD VACATION – JULY 23-30, 2005
Trip Description:

A leisurely liveaboard vacation full of scuba diving, snorkeling, island exploring, or just
relaxing. We will cruise from Nassau, Bahamas to the Exuma Islands on the 102' cata ma ran Aqua Cat. This is the ultimate escape aboard your own private luxury yacht. No
crowds, no set itineraries, nothing to do but sit back, relax and choose from an incredible variety of activities including scuba diving, snorkeling, kayaking, fishing, sunbathing,
and island exploring. All drinks (alcohol and soft drinks), meals, scuba diving and water
sports included in the price!!!

Cost:

$1695 (or $1795 if signup occurs AFTER September 30, 2004)
** Price does not include $75 port charge or roundtrip airfare to/from Nassau
(estimated at $200). As we approach 3 months from departure date, we will evaluate
transportation options as a group.

Payment
Schedule:

Due Date
September 30, 2004
November 30, 2004
February 28, 2005
April 30, 2005 (FINAL PAY)

Refund Policy:

We will follow the Aqua Cat Cruise refund policy. Basically, as long as either the dive
club or the charter can sell your slot all payments will be refunded. According to the
Aqua Cat Cruise coordinator, this is rarely a problem.

Payment Info:

You can pay by either Credit Charge (3% surcharge) or by check. Checks should be made
out to: DUDC. You can either deliver the checks in person (i.e., at a meeting) or mail
them to me.

Payment
$250
$500
$500
$445/$545

Total Net Due
$250
$750
$1250
$1695/$1795

For more information or to SIGNUP, please contact:
Michael Wheat
743 Conestee Dr
W. Melbourne, FL 32904
(H) 727-1028
(W) 674-4559
eMail: mwheat@downunderdiveclub.com
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DUDC Bulletin Board
Hatt’s Diving Headquarters offers a 10% discount for
DUDC members. Stop by the
shop at 2006 S. Front Street
Melbourne, FL. (321) 7235932 and ask for details.

Discount for DUDC Members from
Narcosis Dive Charters.
Mention that you are from the Down
Under Dive Club (and pay in cash),
and you can get the club rate of $45/
pp on your personal dives. Check out
their website at
http://www.narcosisdivecharters.com/

Divers Wanted (No
Experience Necessary) —
Down Under Dive Club
(DUDC) is looking for
enthusiastic divers who wish
to participate in the exploration
of our Underwater World. By
joining our club you will not
only be kept informed of
upcoming chances to further
your diving skills and
experience, but also be
eligible for discount prices on
dives. You will also get a
subscription to our monthly
newsletter. For more
information call Martin
Munnich at 253-4713 or send
an e-mail to
info@downunderdiveclub.com

10% Discount for DUDC Members with
Pura Vida Divers. Pura Vida Divers in
Singer Island is offering a discount for all
DUDC members. Pura Vida offers daily
scuba diving charters, instruction, open
water referrals, dive vacation packages,
and scuba diving and snorkeling equipment sales, service, and rentals as well
as enriched air (nitrox) and air fills. Mention that you are a DUDC member and
receive a discount. *** Pura Vida now
has underwater scooters available for
rent [$25]. *** Contact Pura Vida Divers
at (888) DIVE WPB (348-3972) or e-mail
at info@puravidadivers.com. Check out
the website: www.puravidadivers.com

Wanted

New Dive Coordinators that Want to
Dive For FREE!!!
Contact Michael Wheat
for Details (321) 727-1028
Or
mwheat@downunderdiveclub.com

Do you have something you’re looking to buy, sell, trade
or give away or just an announcement you would like to
make, drop me a line at dbuck@downunderdiveclub.com
and I can put it in the newsletter for you.

Want to receive the newsletter by email and enjoy the newsletter in full color?
Send us an e-mail and ask to be put on the list.
July 2004
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We’re throwing a party in celebration of DUDC’s 20th
Anniversary!!!
Don’t miss all the fun!
There are all sorts of activities:
Games (wet & dry)
Swimming
Kayaking/Canoeing (Bring your own boat)
Diving/snorkeling (Bring your own gear)
And, of course, EATING
There will be lots of food. Clams and other picnic fare.
You just need to bring your own beverage.**
** Sebastian Inlet has a “No Alcohol” rule

Sunday, August 8th
11 am to 4 pm
Sebastian Inlet State Park (South Side)
$2.50 per member — BYOB
$5.00 per Non-member
+$1.00 park entrance fee
Please RSVP with payment by 7/31/04
Sign up at the Club meeting or send an e-mail to
info@downunderdiveclub.com

Answer to Dive Quiz . . .

June’s Prize Winners
Door Prize Winners:
Jay Barnhart — DUDC Bumper Sticker
Dianne Bryant — “Best of Palau” Video
Charlie Almeda — Scuba Tunes CD
Jeff Teschendorf — DUDC T-shirt
50/50 Winner(s):
Martin Munnich — $3
Martin Munnich — $2
Bill Allen — $1

NO JACKPOT WINNER—
$$ ROLLS OVER TO JULY
Forum Winner

Jessica Buck — DUDC Coaster
Door prizes are given away at each club meeting.

Down Under Dive Club
PO Box 360105
Melbourne, Florida 32936-0105
www.downunderdiveclub.com

Answer: A
We may be weightless underwater, but
gravity still affects us. Increased blood
pressure in the head during inversion e ngorges capillaries surrounding airways, decreases airway diameter, and reduces
equalizing ability. A feet-first descent also
allows better orientation and buddy contact. Disorientation can occur during a 45
degree head-down descent owing to the
positioning of the semi-circular canals in
your inner ears.

